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Abstract: In this scientific work, we demonstrate, for the first time, a new biosensing system and
procedure to measure specifically the total Tau (T-Tau) protein in serum, one of the most relevant
biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). AD is a progressive brain disorder that produces neuronal
and cognitive dysfunction and affects a high percentage of people worldwide. For this reason,
diagnosing AD at the earliest possible stage involves improving diagnostic systems. We report on
the use of interferometric bio-transducers integrated with 65 microwells forming diagnostic KITs
read-out by using the Interferometric Optical Detection Method (IODM). Moreover, biofunctionalized
silicon dioxide (SiO2) nanoparticles (NPs) acting as interferometric enhancers of the bio-transducers
signal allow for the improvement of both the optical read-out signal and its ability to work with
less-invasive biological samples such as serum instead of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). As a result, in
this paper, we describe for the first time a relevant diagnostic alternative to detect Tau protein at
demanding concentrations of 10 pg/mL or even better, opening the opportunity to be used for
detecting other relevant AD-related biomarkers in serum, such as β-amyloid and phosphorylated
Tau (P-Tau), neurofilaments, among others that can be considered relevant for AD.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease; serum Tau protein; interferometry; optical biosensor; silanization;
SiO2 nanoparticles

1. Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, contributing to
possibly 60–70% of prevalent neurodegenerative dementia cases [1,2]. AD is a progressive,
irreversible, age-dependent, and neurodegenerative disorder with an insidious course
that renders its pre-symptomatic diagnosis difficult [3–5]. The World Health Organization
(WHO) declared dementia a priority condition through the Mental Health Gap Action
Programme [6]. Currently, a total of about 36 million people in the world are estimated to
suffer from this disease, which has a significant impact on the quality of life and indepen-
dence of people. In fact, it is estimated that the incidence of AD will triple by 2050 due to,
among other reasons, increased life expectancy and population growth [7].

AD is associated with neuronal dysfunction and death due to two neuropathological
structures, β-amyloid (Aβ) plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), formed by Aβ pep-
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tide aggregate and Tau protein, respectively. This leads to axonal degeneration, dysfunction
of the cells involved, and loss of neuronal synapses, decreasing cognitive functions [1,8,9].

Currently, to diagnose AD, positron emission tomography, magnetic resonance imag-
ing, and biomarkers in the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) are used [8,10]. There are two
biomarkers accepted for the early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s: the accumulation of β-amyloid
(Aβ) in the brain, the low content in β-amyloid1–42 at the CSF, and the increase in the CSF
of total Tau protein (T-Tau) or phosphorylated Tau (P-Tau) [11]. The use of both biomarkers
(β-amyloid1–42 and Tau) at the same time has proven to be a worthy alternative for AD
diagnosis, increasing sensitivity and specificity up to 90%. However, CSF is an invasive,
complex, expensive, and painful biological sample to obtain, so it does not allow for easy
monitoring of the disease in patients [12]. Moreover, it is reported that AD biomarkers
are expressed in different body fluids [13]. Thus, the analysis of AD-related biomarkers
in these non-invasive fluids will likely not only contribute to going a step further in the
early detection of AD but also in monitoring the therapies to inhibit the aggregation of
these proteins. Many studies propose serum-based biomarkers to facilitate clinical testing
as a significant development in early diagnosis [8,12,14]. Additionally, these samples are
significantly easier to obtain and much less invasive. However, it is a challenge to measure
these related AD biomarkers in serum instead of CSF, such as Tau [10], mainly because the
levels of these proteins are significantly much lower in serum than in CSF, and also it is a
very complex matrix from which unspecific absorption must be avoided.

Tau protein is one of the serum-based biomarkers whose levels are associated with
AD, being a predictive marker of the progression of neurodegeneration and making it
possible to discriminate between patients who suffer AD and healthy people [1,7,10,11,14].
Tau is a Microtubule-Associated Protein (MAP) with a molecular mass of 78 kDa, whose
function is to stabilize microtubules in neuronal axons, transport, signaling, and synaptic
plasticity [11,12,14]. These functions are inhibited when Tau is phosphorylated [1]. Ele-
vated concentrations of Tau protein in serum are associated with faster progression of the
disease [8], suggesting that serum Tau measurements a highly relevant for the diagnosis of
AD [12].

Moreover, there is an urgent and essential need to develop simple and reliable di-
agnostic tools capable of reaching the highest sensitivity and specificity, but at the same
time, they can be rapid, cost-effective, and non-invasive to diagnose an AD treatment at an
early stage when therapies are effective. It is also relevant to mention the importance of
diagnostic methods to help health professionals make the best decisions since treatments
are currently expensive.

Ultrasensitive technologies provide new opportunities for the development of serum-
based biomarkers of AD pathology, such as a Single Molecule Array (SiMoA) [10] or an
interdigitated microelectrode sensor system [15]. In addition, we also find different biosen-
sors that are analytical devices for probing biomolecules by changing a biological response
into electrical or optical signals for early diagnosis of AD, including Surface Plasmon
Resonance-based biosensors (SPR) [16], electrochemical arrays [17], photoelectrochemical
platforms [18], or field-effect transistor-based biosensors [19]. However, they have some
limitations, such as non-specific binding, heterogeneity of surfaces, or not having simulta-
neous detection of different biomarkers [16–19]. Furthermore, to avoid the matrix effect
and determine low concentrations of biomarkers, nanoparticles (NPs) are also a relevant
alternative [20]. The advent of novel biosensor optic-based sensing methods contributes to
a precise diagnosis.

In this paper, we demonstrate for the first time a competitive assay by employing an
advanced optical In Vitro Detection (IVD) biosensing system to detect human Tau protein
in serum and Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS). This IVD system uses 65 wells, each with an
interferometric bio-transducer, integrated into a single monolithic diagnostic KIT. Thus,
this biosensing system is capable of performing 65 determinations, either to detect multiple
biomarkers, one biomarker for multiple patients, or to increase the number of read-out
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repetitions to reduce measurement uncertainty. It is valuable to note that each well only
requires one or two microliters of volume for each determination.

For this scientific work, a competitive assay was performed, which requires using
the Tau protein as a bioreceptor onto the sensing surface of the bio-transducers. These
bio-transducers are based on Fabry–Perot Interferometers (FPI), also known as Biophotonic
Sensing Cells (BICELLs), which have been previously described in detail [21–23]. In addi-
tion, an example of FPI based on SU8 (a broadly used epoxy-based photoresist detailed
in materials and methods) can be observed in previous publications [24,25], where it is
reported how to anchor the corresponding bioreceptors. The read-out of the interferomet-
ric signal delivered for the bio-transducers is obtained using the Interferometric Optical
Detection Method (IODM). This method to read out optical biosensors is based on the inter-
ferometric optical signals of two interferometers, one acts as a reference, and the other one
is where the detection of biomolecules takes place, producing an Increased Relative Optical
Power (IROP) [26,27]. The IODM has been validated and correlated with well-established
analytical techniques that have been previously reported and demonstrated [25,28] for mea-
surement in non-invasive real biological samples such as serum and saliva from patients
and volunteers.

In particular, for this paper, the critical point was to achieve the demanding sensitivity
needed to reach the required Limits of Detection (LoD) for the T-Tau as an AD biomarker
in serum, avoiding the matrix effect. To this end, we employed silicon dioxide (SiO2)
NPs, acting as interferometric enhancers of the signal produced by the FPI to reach the
demanded LoD of this AD biomarker and to avoid the matrix effect of serum [18]. For
this purpose, the αTau antibody is immobilized onto the SiO2 NPs. We call this conjugate
αTau-NPs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Diagnostic KIT and Read-Out Platform

Immunoassays were performed in diagnostic KITs of 65 wells. The size of each well
is 1 mm in diameter, and the surface has an anti-reflective coating of SiO2. Located in
the center of each well is integrated a SU8-based FPI with a circular shape of the sensing
surface of 200 µm in diameter. This FPI produces the desired interferometric profile, as
reported previously [25] in detail.

The SU8 resist (MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA, USA) provides the epoxy groups
necessary for protein immobilization. These epoxy groups, due to oxygen plasma activation
(40 w, 45 s), open and leave the hydroxyl groups available to interact with the amino groups
of the proteins given [24].

The read-out platform is based on the IODM, which is based on the optical interference
signal produced for two interferometers, one for the reference and the other integrated
with each of the wells forming the abovementioned diagnostic KIT. It is on the sensing
surface of these FPIs where the corresponding bioreceptors are immobilized for the specific
detection of the target proteins. The interferometric read-out signal is based on the IROP
previously reported [22,27,29].

2.2. Biofunctionalization of SiO2 NPs with αTau Antibodies (αTau-NPs)

As aforementioned, SiO2 NPs were conjugated with αTau antibodies through a
silanization process, which modifies the surface for covalent αTau antibody immobiliza-
tion [30] onto the SiO2 NPs by forming a silane layer. Firstly, a nominal concentration of
1 × 1013 NPs/mL of SiO2 NPs of 80 nm (Superior Silica, Chandler, AZ, USA) was washed
three times with ultrapure water and diluted to a concentration of 1 × 1010 NPs/mL. Then,
they were redispersed in a 5 mM sodium bicarbonate buffer pH 8.5 (NaHCO3) (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 0.5 mM of carboxyethylsilanetriol (Fluorochem, Hadfield,
UK) was added and incubated with shaking for one hour at room temperature (RT). Car-
boxyl group-modified NPs were obtained after centrifugation for 15 min at 7500 revolutions
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per minute (rpm) at RT. Pellets were washed three times with ultrapure water and stored at
4 ◦C (Figure 1A).
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Figure 1. Biofunctionalization of SiO2 NPs with αTau antibodies. (A) Depiction of the silanization pro-
cess of SiO2 NPs until the carboxyl functional group is obtained. (B) Representation of the final steps
in the biofunctionalization process of the NPs where the G-protein and αTau antibodies are attached.
Abbreviations: 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylamino-propyl) carbodiimide (EDC), N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS), 2-(N-morpholino) ethane sulfonic acid buffer (MES) and PBS.

For the biofunctionalization process, it was necessary to activate the carboxyl group by
adding 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylamino-propyl) carbodiimide (EDC) 0.14 mM (Sigma-Aldrich)
and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) 1.2 mM (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MI, USA) in a 30 mM
2-(N-morpholino) ethane sulfonic acid buffer pH 5.5 (MES) (Sigma-Aldrich). This reaction
was incubated with shaking for 60 min at RT. After three washes with ultrapure water, G-
protein (Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of 50 ng/µL was added and incubated overnight
at 4 ◦C with shaking in ultrapure water. To block the surface, diethanolamine 0.1 M
(Sigma-Aldrich) was added and remained at RT for one hour with agitation.

Finally, three washes with ultrapure water were performed, and an αTau antibody
(Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of 50 ng/µL was added and incubated overnight in
agitation at 4 ◦C. After centrifugation for 15 min at 7500 rpm at RT, αTau-NPs were obtained
(Figure 1B).

The hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential of the NPs were measured by the Multi-
Angle Dynamic Light Scattering (MADLS) method using the Zetasizer Ultra (Malvern,
England) to characterize the biofunctionalization process. All measurements were carried
out in triplicate at 25 ◦C.

2.3. Specificity Antibodies Assays

Affinity assays were performed to corroborate the proper functioning and non-cross
reactivity of the antibodies and proteins used. Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (Sigma-
Aldrich), Tau (Sigma-Aldrich), and p24 (human immunodeficiency virus capsid protein)
(Abcam, Cambridge, UK) proteins were immobilized (2 µL at 50 ng/µL) in each well and
recognized with their corresponding specific antibodies, αTau, αBSA (Sigma-Aldrich) and
αp24 (Abcam), and the opposites.
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2.4. Evaluation of the Assay Parameters

A curve response was performed to optimize the most suitable concentration of NPs
for the IVD system. The initial read-out signal (without proteins immobilized) of each FPI
of the KIT was obtained to control the immobilization process, and then, 2 µL of Tau protein
at a concentration of 50 ng/µL was incubated inside the wells after the previous oxygen
plasma activation of the FPI sensing surface. Diagnostic KITs were incubated in a wet
chamber for 90 min at 37 ◦C and then washed with a 20 mL syringe with ultrapure water,
followed by 45 s of shaking with ultrapure water and dried with dried and particle-less
clean air.

After this process, the read-out signal confirms the correct immobilization of the
Tau protein onto the sensing surface of the FPI transducers. Now at this stage, we call
the functionalized FPI transducers with Tau, BICELLs (or bio-transducers) because they
specifically detect the αTau antibody.

To obtain the biosensing response as a function of the αTau-NPs concentration, αTau-
NPs were dropped in different wells of a KIT at different concentrations (from 1 × 104 to
1 × 107 NPs/µL) by dropping 2 µL per cell and incubated in a wet chamber for two hours
at 37 ◦C. Finally, the KIT was washed with a 20 mL syringe of ultrapure water for 10 min in
PBS pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich) in shaking, 1 syringe of 20 mL of ultrapure water, and dried
with clean particle-less air. Read-out IROP signal values were read out for monitoring the
recognition read-out signal response of each αTau-NPs concentration.

αTau-NPs were also tested at a selected concentration of 106 αTau-NPs in different
wells of the diagnostic KIT biofunctionalized with Tau and BSA proteins (2 µL at 50 ng/µL
in each well). The reason for this assay was to characterize its specificity. Incubation was
performed at different times (1 and 2 h) in a humid chamber at 37 ◦C degrees to determine
the optimal and necessary experimental time for subsequent assays. The washing step was
performed with 20 mL of ultrapure water and shaking for 45 s in ultrapure water before
drying with clean air.

2.5. Samples Preparation

PBS and Human Serum (Sigma-Aldrich) from platelet-poor human plasma and
sterile-filtered were doped with different Tau protein concentrations (from 1 × 10−2 to
1 × 105 ng/mL). Then, αTau-NPs conjugates were added to PBS or serum at 1 × 108 NPs/µL,
resulting in 1 × 107 NPs/µL in the final mixture, and incubated for 1 h with shaking at RT.
For the case of serum samples, we had to consider the Vroman effect, which describes the
adsorption of serum proteins to a surface [31]. For this reason, different incubation times
were tested, and finally, overnight at 4 ◦C exhibited good results. Finally, three washes with
ultrapure water were performed and resuspended in PBS.

2.6. Tau Detection in PBS and Serum by Competitive Assay

To perform the competitive assay, first, plasma activation was applied on the sensing
surface, and initial values of the KITs (Figure 2A) were read on the platform. Then, Tau
protein was immobilized in the KITs (2 µL at 50 ng/µL), always having a negative control
with immobilized BSA protein (2 µL at 50 ng/µL) under the same conditions as those
above-described in Figure 2B. Secondly, the diagnostic KITs were blocked with casein
hydrolysate 1× (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h under agitation at RT.

Then, they were washed with a 20 mL syringe of ultrapure water, 2 min in PBS upon
shaking, two syringes of 20 mL of ultrapure water, and dried with compressed air. For
the recognition stage, αTau-NPs incubated in doped PBS with different concentrations
of Tau protein (from 1 × 10−2 to 1 × 105 ng/mL) (see Figure 2C) were deposited in the
corresponding wells of the KIT and incubated for 2 h in a wet chamber at 37 ◦C. IROP
values were obtained after each stage of incubation. Then, they were washed with a 20
mL syringe of ultrapure water, 10 min in PBS on shaking, two 20 mL syringes of ultrapure
water, and dried with compressed air (Figure 2D). The same procedure was carried out
for the competitive assay in a serum. Once the assay was performed in PBS, images were
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taken using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with a working distance of ≈10 mm, a
high voltage of 5 kW, a probe current of 800 pA, and at normal incidence.
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Figure 2. Outline of the protocol followed for the competitive assay. (A) Picture of 65 200-micron SU8
“BICELLs” diagnostic KIT used for the assays. (B) Process of protein immobilization on the sensing
area of BICELLs by oxygen plasma activation. (C) Diagram of sample preparation in PBS and serum.
(D) Depiction of the last steps of the competitive assay and the graph representing the inversely
proportional relationship between the ∆IROP (%) signal and Tau concentration. Abbreviations:
Biophotonic Sensing Cell (BICELL), phosphate buffer saline (PBS), and Increased Relative Optical
Power (IROP).
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3. Results

In this work, we report for the first time how to detect the human Tau protein in PBS
and serum by using IODM and diagnostic KITs consisting of 65 wells of 1 mm in diameter
with integrated FPI-based bio-transducers of 200 µm in diameter per well just placed in the
center of the well.

An applicable NPs biofunctionalization protocol was established for AD application.
The surface modification was confirmed by zeta potential and hydrodynamic diameter
measurements (Table 1). The SiO2 NPs starting material presented a negative zeta potential
(in the range from −50 to −56 mV) consistent with a SiO2 surface, and the NPs have a
diameter of 79.21 ± 2.7 nm according to the manufacturer’s specifications. After adding
G-protein, the zeta potential increased to −40 ± 2.5 mV due to the positive charges of the
amino groups of the G-protein, and the hydrodynamic diameter increased from 79.21 to
95.11 ± 1.3 nm. In the last step, after adding the antibody, the zeta potential decreased to
−35 ± 0.4 mV, confirming the stability of the NP solution during the biofunctionalization
process. In addition, the hydrodynamic diameter increased from 95.11 to 114.10 ± 2.8 nm
(Figure 3), confirming the biofunctionalization of the NPs with the αTau antibody maintain-
ing a negative charge on the surface; thus, the NPs are dispersed and stable in the aqueous
solution.

Table 1. Zeta potential and hydrodynamic diameter measurements by MADLS of the SiO2 nanoparti-
cles biofunctionalization process.

SiO2 NPs SiO2 NPs with
G-Protein

SiO2 NPs with αtau
Antibody

Zeta potential (mV) −50.71 ± 4.38 −40.16 ± 2.50 −35.62 ± 0.40
Hydrodynamic diameter (nm) 79.21 ± 2.70 95.11 ± 1.30 114.10 ± 2.80
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We demonstrated the biofunctionalized αTau SiO2 NPs’ ability to capture Tau protein
and their capability to be used in a competitive immuno-assay as optical enhancers to
amplify the read-out signal to achieve the demanded LoD for this application.

Several verification assays were also performed by immobilizing BSA, Tau, and p24
proteins to validate the specificity of the system and tested for cross-reactivity among the
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specific antibodies for these proteins (Figure 4). Therefore, the specificity was verified,
although in all subsequent assays, only the BSA protein was used as a negative control.
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The curve response of the IVD read-out signal as a function of the αTau-NPs allowed
us to determine the right concentration αTau-NPs set at 1 × 107 αTau-NPs/µL (Figure 5).
We employed a single diagnostic KIT where αTau-NPs were incubated at different con-
centrations (from 1 × 104 to 1 × 107 NPs/µL) in several wells with its corresponding
FPIs immobilized with Tau, as well as αTau-NPs on wells with its corresponding FPIs-
immobilized BSA as a control during two hours at 37 ◦C in a humid chamber. Thus, we
obtained the highest amplification of the signal covering the entire surface sensing and
surface avoiding of the formation of bilayers. We also confirmed the functionality of the
system as we were capable of obtaining a significant difference in the recognition signal
specifically only over FPI biofunctionalized with Tau in contrast with the FPI functionalized
with BSA used as a negative control. We also tested the appropriate incubation time for
1 × 107 αTau-NPs/µL for one hour versus two hours. As a result, the incubation time
was set at 2 h. This also confirms the specificity of the αTau-NPs since after two hours of
incubation, we only obtained a signal against FPI immobilized with Tau protein (Figure 6).
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Albumin (BSA).

Competitive assays were performed to determine low to high concentrations of Tau.
Firstly, αTau-NPs at 1 × 107 NPs/µL were tested in PBS. For this purpose, PBS was doped
with different concentrations of Tau (from 1 × 10−2 to 1 × 105 ng/mL) and then incubated
with the αTau-NPs. These αTau-NPs were dropped in the FPIs with Tau immobilized. Five
wells per concentration were used to reduce the uncertainty of the read-out signal.

We observed that low concentrations of Tau in the sample resulted in having more
free antibodies on their surface, leading to a greater number of αTau-NPs bonded onto the
sensing surface. In contrast, as the concentration of Tau increases, the αTau-NPs have fewer
free binding sites, so fewer of them are recognized to the sensing surface of the FPI Tau
immobilized. Finally, we obtained a curve response in PBS-correlating Tau concentration
and ∆IROP (%) signal measurement (Figure 7A).
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In the case of serum, the same experiment was performed, varying the incubation time,
as we had to consider the Vroman effect mentioned above because proteins with higher
mobility are attached to the NPs, which are then replaced by those with lower mobility but
higher affinity, in this case by the antibodies that coat the NP [32]. It is important to remark
here that these curves with PBS and human serum were carried out by repeating the whole
assay on three different days. As a result, we obtained very similar signal levels, leading to
good consistency and reliability of the biosensing responses during the different assays. In
fact, the read-out signal represented is the average among these different assays, and the
uncertainty considered is the standard deviation (see Figure 7). However, we also observed
different signal levels for all the assays represented in the curve’s response between PBS
(Figure 7A) and human serum (Figure 7B). We cannot ensure that the human serum may
not have a basal concentration of T-Tau and that the serum sample matrix effect may play
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a role in this difference. Thus, the different signal level or signal offset observed between
PBS and human serum was about 300 ∆IROP (%).

A linear and inversely proportional correlation was obtained between the Tau concen-
tration and the read-out ∆IROP (%) signal in human serum (see Figure 7B). We were able
to read out a concentration of 10 pg/mL (see Figure 7) for both matrices (serum and PBS).
However, we did not obtain the same read-out signal level, probably due to the nature and
the different behavior of the matrices.

Finally, it is worth mentioning here the comparison between the curve response of the
competitive immunoassay assay and the SEM images taken for different assay conditions
(see Figures 7 and 8). On the one hand, images were taken with the assay condition of
a high concentration of Tau protein (105 ng/mL) where the read-out signal level is very
low, and the SEM micrographs show low αTau-NPs with a magnitude of 2K (Figure 8A)
and 10K (Figure 8B). For the case of a Tau concentration of 1 ng/mL, a higher read-out
signal and a higher number of αTau-NPs of the SEM micrographs onto the sensing surface
can be clearly observed (Figure 8C,D). Finally, at the lowest Tau concentration considered
(10−2 ng/mL), SEM images showed that the sensing surface is practically covered with
αTau-NPs, resulting in the highest read-out sensing signal (see Figure 8E,F).
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Figure 8. SEM images of competitive assays in PBS. (A) BICELL SEM image with a magnitude of
2K for a high concentration of Tau. (B) SEM image of the same BICELL with a magnitude of 10K.
(C) BICELL SEM image with a magnitude of 2K for a medium concentration of Tau. (D) SEM image
of the same BICELL with a magnitude of 10K. (E) BICELL SEM image with a magnitude of 2K for a
low concentration of Tau. (F) SEM image of the same BICELL with a magnitude of 10K.

4. Discussion

A new biosensing system for early diagnosis of AD in serum is reported here based on
IODM by using interferometric FPI-based bio-transducers of 200 µm in diameter of sensing
surface integrated into microwells of 1 mm in diameter forming multiplexed diagnostic
KITs by using SiO2 NPs acting as interferometric enhancers.

This new diagnostic method proves to be specific for the protein of interest, avoiding
cross-reactivity, increasing specificity, and increasing detection capability without the need
for enzymatic chemical development.

A silanization protocol was established for SiO2 NPs and the biofunctionalization
process with the antibody of interest for this application (αTau), obtaining specific nanocon-
jugates (αTau-NPs) for the sensing system.

This proposed silanization process is efficiently performed by anchoring the silane,
minimizing chemical reaction steps. Furthermore, the use of EDC/NHS reagents opens
up the possibility of anchoring other types of proteins in addition to G-protein, such as
streptavidin, in order to bind biotin-labeled molecules (antibodies or antigens).
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Thus, the proposed methodology is very versatile in carrying out determinations of
different biomarkers. This versatility is also offered by the type of immobilization process
on the sensor since, due to the activation of the sensor surface by using oxygen plasma, any
molecule of interest can be covalently anchored [33,34].

We observed that the limit of detection reached with our system was in the order of
10 pg/mL (see Figure 7) with a dynamic range from 1 × 105 ng/mL to 1 × 10−2 ng/mL. Thus,
these figures fall within the reported detection range for being used in Tau concentration as
an AD biomarker in serum because abnormal levels of Tau protein are reported as values
higher than 450 pg/mL in CSF [32] or more than 30 pg/mL in serum [35]. Similarly, for
p-Tau protein, levels are reported as those greater than 60 pg/mL in CSF [32] or 20 pg/mL
in the case of serum [36]. These results also suggest that the IVD system reported in this
article could be used for early detection of AD because the development methodology
is competitive with other previously described biosensors and equals or improves the
LoD of other optical sensors, such as biolayer interferometry [37] or surface plasmon
resonance [38], as well as for electrochemical and potentiometric sensors (see Table S1 in
Supporting Information).

This system equals or improves other related systems reported in the scientific litera-
ture. In addition to the low sample volume used, this methodology has other advantages,
such as lower costs per determination, simplicity of handling, and being label-free, as no
chemical developers are needed to obtain the signal. The sensitivity comparison of this
work with other methods is shown in Table S1 of the Supplementary Material, in which it
can be appreciated that this system has a lower detection limit than most of the biosensors
in the overview. On the other hand, the LSPR-based biosensor [38] does have a lower
detection limit but has only been demonstrated in PBS and not in real samples. Moreover,
the sensitivity of this system can be improved depending on the concentration of the NPs
used, and this optimization can be very interesting work in the future.

It is also worth mentioning that the diagnostic KITs reported in this article (see
Figure 2A) use only 1–2 µL for each well in contrast with the hundreds of mL needed
for ELISA well plates. Moreover, these diagnostic KITs enable us to perform multiplexed
analysis with 65 determinations per KIT in a rapid and highly sensitive manner, either
to perform multiple repetitions, to measure multiple concentrations, to measure other
representative proteins of the AD, or simply to have a high screening capacity.

The immunoassay enhanced with NPs, not only significantly improves the sensitivity
but has also been demonstrated to be used for a complex matrix such as serum, which is
less invasive to obtain, opening up the possibility of a new, cost-effective, high-throughput
technique for early AD detection. The reason remains in the use of nanoparticles acting
as enhancers of the interferometric bio-transducers employing the IODM, allowing us to
determine low concentrations of Tau protein in serum samples.

Finally, it is also relevant to highlight that serum samples are much less invasive
than CSF samples, and for this reason, we believe that this method is a step further to
anticipating diagnosis by measuring low concentrations of this protein in serum before
the onset of clear symptoms of the disease. In addition, our achieved detection limit has
been able to improve the capability of several of the systems proposed in the literature
regardless of sensor type [31,32,36].

In this work, a diagnostic system enhanced with nanoparticles for Alzheimer’s disease
in serum has been reported and optimized. However, certain limitations must be consid-
ered, as the concentration of nanoparticles and their relationship with the sensing surface
must be carefully controlled. They must be well-characterized during the biofunctionaliza-
tion process in order to avoid using nanoparticles that form aggregates. The behavior of
these nanoparticles should be studied in other types of real samples or to measure other
biomarkers. On the other hand, the detection limit levels should be further improved for
those biomarkers that are found in lower concentrations. The following steps will be to
improve even more the detection limit of the system and to extend the system for measuring
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other AD biomarkers in a single KIT and in other types of matrixes, such as tears or saliva.
In this case, the protocols will have to be modified according to these requirements.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/bios13070707/s1, Table S1: A comparison between different
biosensor techniques for tau detection [39–45].
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